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Road Weather Station RWS200

Accurate, reliable observations for roads and runways
Key Benefits
Exceptional data quality
in all weather
The RWS200 is comprised of
high-quality, precision components
and sensors from Vaisala that
have been tested and validated
in thousands of real-world
deployments in the harshest
conditions. The system’s uptime
and data availability lead
the industry.

Immediate data-driven
decisions
Transportation and runway
managers routinely face pressure
and high-stakes decisions, and
the RWS200 gives them the data
and confidence they need to act
decisively when it counts.

The Vaisala RWS200 gives road and runway
operators a comprehensive, actionable
understanding of local weather conditions so they
can make better decisions, increase safety, and keep
transportation networks and mission-critical runways
operating smoothly.
The RWS200 is IEC-compliant and tested in the harshest
environments. Easy to use and configure, it offers intelligent
system integration and interoperability. Even its enclosure
is designed from years of experience in the field and careful
materials analysis.
The RWS200 enables several data collection and integration
possibilities, with multiple protocols and message format options
available to system integrators. It can integrate with other Vaisala
technologies, like the Road Weather Information System (RWIS),
or it can be flexibly incorporated into other RWIS systems.

Substantial operational savings
The RWS200 allows transportation
managers to optimize road
maintenance procedures and
execute more targeted, efficient
snow/ice abatement interventions.

Flexibility and ease of
installation
The system is reliable, expandable,
and upgradable — providing
exceptional value over a long
service life, even when observation
requirements change. The
RWS200 can be used as a fully
equipped system, or to fill gaps in
an existing observation system.

RWS200 at a glance
Applications
• Continuous reference-grade weather observations to make lifeand cost-saving decisions for winter maintenance
• Traffic control applications or control of VSM signs for road
networks and bridges for optimized safety
• Airport runway condition observations can be used to make timely
runway safety critical treatment decisions

Key features
The best weather data in one integrated system
The RWS200 is built on Vaisala’s most known and trusted
technologies, from its individual sensors to its data management.
When deployed as a single, cohesive system, it provides substantial
advantages in cost, efficiency, and compatibility.
Intelligent system components
The RWS200 offers unique remote service features, sophisticated
analysis algorithms for road state, and smart power logic in the
event of main power failures. The support of multiple data formats
(including NTCIP, Datex II, and XML) ensures easy integration with
other systems as needed.
Excellent connectivity and remote data access
The RWS200 features built-in remote data access that allows for
remote software updating, and it stores historical weather data for
later retrieval and analysis. Ethernet and 3G/4G cellular connections
ensure that users receive an uninterrupted flow of information.
Comprehensive data outputs
System users receive a wide range of critical weather data:
• Humidity, temperature, and dew point
• Road surface and air temperatures
• Friction and ice/water layer measurement
• Road surface state assessment
• Visibility and present weather
• Rain accumulation and precipitation
• Wind speed and direction
• Air quality
• Water and snow depth
• Solar radiation

System components

Why Vaisala?
The industry’s most
dependable technology
With various RWS200 units
in operation around the
globe, Vaisala’s technology is
proven, easy to deploy,
and durable over long
service lives.

Support to count on
Weather observation isn’t
just about technology. Look
to Vaisala for outstanding
support and training so you
can get the most from your
equipment. With decades of
experience providing the best
technologies and the finest
support, Vaisala’s philosophy
of partnership is unmatched
in the industry.
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